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Abstract
Big data changed the way in which we collect and analyze data. In
particular, the amount of available information is constantly growing and
organizations rely more and more on data analysis in order to achieve
their competitive advantage. However, such amount of data can create
a real value only if combined with quality: good decisions and actions
are the results of correct, reliable and complete data. In such a scenario,
methods and techniques for the data quality assessment can support the
identification of suitable data to process. If in traditional database numerous assessment methods are proposed, in the big data scenario new
algorithms have to be designed in order to deal with novel requirements
related to variety, volume and velocity issues. In particular, in this paper
we highlight that dealing with heterogeneous sources requires an adaptive
approach able to trigger the suitable quality assessment methods on the
basis of the data type and context in which data have to be used. Furthermore, we show that in some situations it is not possible to evaluate
the quality of the entire dataset due to performance and time constraints.
For this reason, we suggest to focus the data quality assessment only on
a portion of the dataset and to take into account the consequent loss of
accuracy by introducing a confidence factor as a measure of the reliability
of the quality assessment procedure. We propose a methodology to build
a data quality adapter module which selects the best configuration for
the data quality assessment based on the user main requirements: time
minimization, confidence maximization, and budget minimization. Experiments are performed by considering real data gathered from a smart
city case study.

Keywords— data quality, big data, context-awareness, DQ profiling, DQ
assessment
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Introduction

In the big data era the amount of data is constantly increasing. This is mainly
due to datafication that refers to our ability to turn many aspects of our life into
digital data and to make a better use of them [1]. In fact, the big challenge of
big data is to transform the relevant data in good decisions and thus to obtain
the maximum value. The problem is that not all the data are relevant: one of
the fundamental difficulties is that extracted information can be biased, noisy,
outdated, incorrect, misleading and thus unreliable [2].
Moreover, big data have relevant peculiarities if compared to classic data
sources, and are usually characterized by errors and missing values. The reliability of the analytics results depends on the reliability of the analyzed information for the specific task. This reliability can be evaluated using data quality
metrics which can give a hint to data consumers on how precise their results
are expected to be. Since in a big data scenario, the implementation of data
cleaning approaches is not feasible due to the size and the streaming nature of
the data source, the analysis on data quality is also useful to select between all
the available information, the portion which is more reliable for the analysis,
discarding data characterized by poor quality.
Assessing data quality (DQ) can be a good starting point for identifying not
significant information. Data quality is often defined as “fitness for use”, i.e.,
the ability of a data collection to meet users’ requirements [3]. It is evaluated by
means of different dimensions, which definition mainly depends on the context
of use [4]. Anyway, it is possible to distinguish a small set of DQ dimensions
that are considered relevant in most of the studies; such set includes: accuracy,
completeness, timeliness and consistency [4]. For structured data, data quality
literature offers several contributions that propose assessment algorithms for
these consolidated dimensions, but big data pose new challenges related their
main characteristics: volume, velocity and variety. In particular, in order to address volume and velocity issues, it is necessary to redesign assessment methods
for exploiting parallel computing scenarios and for reducing the computation
space.
Even if with profiling techniques a general overview about the data quality
features of a data source can be evaluated in background, each analysis might
have different quality requirements for different portions of the dataset in terms
or relevant attributes for the analyses. This make the overall evaluation only
partially useful and requires additional analysis specific for the needs of each
single application. The full assessment of application-dependent data quality
metrics might require a time which is not feasible with the needs of the data
consumer in an interactive scenario. As a solution, the data quality analysis
might be addressed only to a portion of the data, selecting samples of the data
source in order to perform the analysis on a reduced amount of time and with
a reduced cost.
For this reason, in this paper, we propose to reduce the computation space
by considering only a portion of the data as input in order to decrease the
needed time and resources. For letting the users aware of the reliability of the
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data quality values we propose to introduce a confidence metric as a measure
of the data trustworthiness. Note that confidence depends on the amount of
considered data that depends on the constraints on the execution time, which
in turn is influenced by the amount of available computational resources. Considering these relations, in this paper we present a data quality service able to:
(i) evaluate the quality level of big data sets by exploiting parallel computing
(ii) select the amount of data to analyze on the basis of time and resources constraints. We mainly discuss this second feature by presenting the model that
explains the relation among confidence, time and cost and showing how it can
be used as the basis for an adaptive assessment module that considering users
requirements is able to automatically change the way in which the evaluation
is performed. The paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 presents a real case
study motivating the proposed approach in a smart city public transportation
scenario. Sect. 3 discusses the issue of computing data quality for big data and
presents an architecture to support this task. Sect. 4 discusses the proposed approach by defining the parameters and the application scenarios of the proposed
Confidence/Cost/Time (CCT) model. Sect. 5 defines the concept of confidence
and issues related to its evaluation. In Sect. 6 we present the methodology for
building the CCT model, which is applied in the smart city scenario in Sect. 7
and evaluated in Sect. 8. Finally we discuss related work in Sect. 9 and draw
conclusions in Sect. 10.

2

Motivating Example: a Smart City Scenario

The approach proposed in this paper has been conceived by analyzing the scenario and related issues addressed by the EUBra project called BIGSEA1 . In
this section we describe the goals of this project and the details of the considered data sources in order to better clarify the motivations behind the respective
design choices.
The EUBra-BIGSEA project aims to develop a cloud platform for big data
management and exploitation. The goal is to design cloud services able to empower big data analytics and thus able to support the development of data
processing applications. Such services are developed by considering big data
issues (i.e., data volume, variety, velocity, and veracity), QoS, privacy and security constraints. In particular, the platform is able to manage and store different
types of data such as structured vs unstructured data, stationary vs dynamic
data, textual vs numeric data and to offer a set of big data services that can be
classified as [5]:
• Data ingestion and stream processing modules: they are in charge to load
and synchronize the data stored in the eco-system.
• Data access and query modules: such modules perform search and filter
operations as well as basic aggregations.
1 http://www.eubra-bigsea.eu/
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• Data analytics and mining modules: they are responsible to run data mining and analytics tasks on the stored data. In particular, services related
to predictive and descriptive methods and to data quality evaluations are
offered.
Such services are provided in order to support users and/or applications in
retrieving data stored in the platform and launching value-added analysis.
In order to test and validate all the designed methods, a real user scenario
related to smart cities is considered. The project focuses on the analysis of the
transportation system of a Brazilian city in order to offer added value services to
its citizens. The considered big data sources provide stationary geo-referenced
data about the city as well as data about dynamic facets of the city life such as
GPS location of buses and user cards, weather conditions and social data (data
extracted from social networks). The data will be the input to the big data
services listed above to provide: (i) support to the citizens by suggesting personalized alternative routes when they are experiencing some travel difficulties;
(ii) support the municipalities to have a clear view if the state of the mobility
in the city.
These data sources are used as input for the data mining algorithms.
In such scenario, the analytics applications need to rely on the data they
are analyzing in order to achieve reliable results. The Data Quality service
presented in this paper is in charge to provide metadata which describe the
quality of the sources to support the data mining applications. Through the
quality values provided by the proposed approach, data mining application can
have two different benefits:
• Awareness of the quality of the result as a consequence of the quality of
the input data.
• Selection of a proper set of data which satisfy data quality constraints.
The data quality assessment is dynamic since it changes whenever the data
source is updated. Moreover, the data quality evaluation is not general but it is
dependent on the use that the data mining application should do of these data
and also on the granularity level used by the application. For this reason, the
data quality assessment should be performed several times for the context of each
specific application. In a big data scenario this assessment can be computational
expensive and a trade off between its accuracy and the computation time and
cost is required. In this paper, we discuss this issue by creating a model of the
relations existing between data quality assessment confidence (measuring the
reliability of the data quality computation), the assessment execution time, and
the cost of the assessment in terms of required computational resources.

3

Data Quality Assessment in Big Data

As stated in Sect.1, data quality research area aims to develop methods for
defining, assessing and improving the suitability and usefulness of data for the
4

context in which they are supposed to be used. Many contributions focused
on methods and techniques for dealing with structured data but Big Data pose
new challenges that new methods have to address. This section discusses the
main data quality concepts and then presents the Data Quality service that we
designed within the BIGSEA project.

3.1

Data Quality in Big Data

Data quality is a prerequisite to get valuable results from analytics application.
Data quality is a multidimensional concept since different aspects have to be
considered. Such aspects are modeled through data quality dimensions that are
assessed through determined metrics. The literature presents many data quality
dimensions but the most used ones are accuracy, completeness, consistency and
timeliness. Accuracy and completeness assess data along their correctness and
numerical extension. More formally, Accuracy is defined as the proximity of a
value v to a value v’ considered as correct [6]. Completeness is defined as the
degree to which a given data collection includes all the expected data values [3].
Timeliness evaluates the temporal validity of data and it expresses how current
analyzed data are. Consistency refers to the violation of semantic rules defined
over a set of data items.
In Big Data, other dimensions have to be considered. For example, the large
number of sources makes trust and credibility important. The trustworthiness
of a data item is the probability that its value is correct [7] [8] and depends on
data provenance. In sensor networks and thus in a scenario in which sources
generate data streams, accuracy has to be considered within precision that is
the degree to which repeated measurements show the same or similar results [9].
In fact, in case of inaccurate values, precision allows us to detect unexpected
context changes and/or sensors’ malfunctioning [10]. Also completeness has to
be considered from two different perspectives on the basis of the granularity
level: the completeness of a specific reading (i.e., a set of values sensed by
a sensor at the same time) and the completeness of the data streams. The
former assesses the quantity of values received while the latter also considers the
situations in which readings can be entirely missing. Such examples show that
data quality definition and assessment in Big Data mainly depend on the data
types, data sources and applications. This is also confirmed in other literature
contributions (e.g., [7]) and in this paper, we aim to design an adaptive Data
quality service that on the basis of the data input and the applications that
request quality value, is able to select the right dimensions and assessment
configuration and algorithms.

3.2

Data Quality service

Considering the issues described in the previous section, we propose a solution
that has been designed and developed within the BIGSEA project described
in Sect. 2. Such solution is called Data Quality service and mainly provides
assessment functionalities.
5
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Figure 1: Data Quality Service Architecture
In this section, we describe the components of the Data Quality service and
how the assessment module will work also considering Big Data constraints.
The proposed Data Quality Service Architecture is depicted in Fig. 1.
The core of the architecture is the DQ profiling and assessment module.
This module is in charge of collecting statistics and information about data
(e.g., types of values, number of repeated value, uniqueness) and it is composed
of two main components: the Profiling module and the Assessment module.
The Profiling module provides some metrics useful to “measure and monitor
the general quality of a data set” [11]. Profiling is in charge of calculating a set
of metadata, which describe the data source and the main features of the fields
composing it (e.g., maximum, minimum, average values) and the number of
distinct values. This information is general and of interest for each application
using the data source and contains a general overview of it. The Assessment
module is in charge of computing Data Quality dimensions. The metrics are
computed according to the portion of data selected for the specific application
and the quality metrics of interest for the final user. Not all the quality metrics
are computable given a data source or a portion of it, since it depends on the
nature of the data source and the type of its attributes. In our approach this
set is automatically defined when the source is registered to the platform: a
Source Analyzer procedure automatically detects the kind and structure of the
source, the type of its attributes and the quality dimensions that is possible to
evaluate, solving the context-dependent Data Quality assessment issue discussed
in Sect. 3.2.
The Data Quality service provides metadata that are the results of both
profiling and assessment giving a complete quality overview to users/applications. All the analyses are performed periodically on the entire source and on
the most interesting subsets considering different granularity levels (i.e., data
source, data selection, attribute and value granularity level), and performing a
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continuous update. The DQ profiling and assessment module contains also a DQ
Adapter that tunes the precision of the results according to the specification of
the user. The adapter addresses the velocity issues if fast responses are needed.
In fact, since the Data Quality computation can be time expensive, the adapter
can select a subset of the available data to provide a faster evaluation but with
a lower precision that we defined as an index called Confidence. Therefore the
DQ adapter is our solution for solving volume and velocity issues introduced in
Sect. 1. The DQ adapter is also in charge of evaluating the necessary update
rate of the Data Quality evaluation, according to the variability of the data
source. To conclude, the output of the DQ profiling and assessment module is
a set of metadata expressing a Data Quality evaluation of the sources, coupled
with a precision value. This information is written in the Quality Metadata
database.
The Data Quality Service Interface lets the users and/or applications access
the Data Quality service in order to gather metadata that describe the quality
level of the analyzed data sources. Through this interface, they are also able to
select data sources, filter data on the basis of Data Quality requirements (e.g.,
select only data objects with completeness greater than 80%) and choice Data
Quality dimensions to evaluate. The system collects all the users/applications
settings in order to build a Configuration file that is used to invoke the Data
Quality service and to execute all the requested evaluations. Preferences are
saved for the subsequent invocations in the Custom Settings repository.

3.3

Data Quality Profiling and Assessment module

The Data Quality Profiling module in our implementation provides, for all the
attributes contained in the Data Object, the following information: number of
values, number of null values, number of distinct values, maximum, minimum,
mean and standard deviation (only for numerical values). The Data Quality
assessment module is instead able to evaluate the following DQ dimensions:
• Accuracy: it is defined as the degree with which a value is correct [3].
Currently, we have implemented it only for numerical values, in order to
check if they are included in an expected interval or they are outliers (and
thus not accurate).
• Completeness: it measures the degree with which a dataset is complete
[3]. It is evaluated by assessing the ratio between the amount of values
currently available in the dataset and the expected amount of values. The
expected amount of values considers both null values in available registrations and missing registrations. Note that, as regards data streams,
missing registrations are easy to detect if data are sensed with a specific
frequency. If data are not collected at a regular pace it is possible to rely
on historical data to estimate the sampling frequency that often varies
over time.
• Consistency: it refers to the violation of semantic rules defined over a
7

set of data items [4]. Therefore, this dimension can be calculated only
if there is the availability of a set of rules that represent dependencies
between attributes. We have developed a module that detects functional
dependencies and checks that values in the dataset respect them.
• Distinctness: it is related to the absence of duplicates and measures the
percentage of unique registrations or distinct attribute values in a dataset.
• Precision: this dimension can be calculated only for numerical attributes
and can be defined as the degree with which the values of an attribute
are close to each other. In particular, precision is derived by considering
the mean and the standard deviation of all the values of the considered
attribute.
• Timeliness: it is the degree with which values are temporally valid. It is
evaluated as described in [12] by considering both the timestamp related
to the last update (i.e., currency) and the average validity of the data (i.e.,
volatility) .
• Volume: this quality dimension provides the percentage of values contained in the analyzed Data Object with respect to the source from which
it is extracted.
The data quality assessment module computes all these metrics for each
user/application request. The data quality adapter is in charge of tuning the
assessment by defining the confidence level and the number of computational
nodes to employ according to the user requirements. In the rest of the paper
we focus on the design of the adapter module.

4

Data Quality Adapter Implementation

In this work we aim to provide an approach for supporting data consumers in
the selection of the best setting for evaluating data quality in a big data scenario,
taking into account the trade-off between execution time, data quality evaluation
confidence, and cost of the evaluation. This is the goal of the data quality
adapter module presented in the Data Quality Service Architecture (Sect. 3).
In this scenario three main parameters need to be considered:
• Confidence (C): the data quality evaluation is totally reliable only if the
whole dataset is evaluated. The analysis of a subset of the dataset gives
some hints on data quality but with a reduced confidence. Confidence
is proportional to the portion of the dataset considered in the evaluation
(Sect. 5);
• Execution Time (T): this is the time required for the evaluation of the
data quality of a dataset. This time increases with the size of the dataset
and decreases with the number of computational nodes involved in the
evaluation;
8

• Budget (B): in an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) scenario, the cost for
executing the data quality computation depends on the execution time
and the amount of resources (computational nodes) employed.
These three parameters represent non-functional requirements for the final
users and are in contrast with each other. In order to provide a solution taking
into account these requirements, it is necessary to build a model of the expected
behavior of the data quality analysis considering these variables.
The model captures which are the relations between the three parameters
involved and can be used to perform optimization of the non-functional requirements expressed by the user. We identified three main scenarios, according to
the main goal of the user:
• Scenario 1: Confidence maximization In this scenario the user expresses constraints on the maximum execution time and budget, and
search for the configuration with the maximum confidence. The main goal
is to obtain the higher confidence given the time and budget constraints
in order to have a reliable evaluation of the data quality.
• Scenario 2: Time minimization In this interactive scenario the user
expresses constraints on the maximum budget and the minimum confidence level and explore the model to select the best trade off in order to
minimize the execution time. The main goal is to have a fast response on
data quality evaluation enabling a responsive interaction between the user
and the data quality evaluation algorithms.
• Scenario 3: Budget minimization In this scenario the main concern
of the user is the cost of the solution. Given maximum time and minimum
confidence constraints the model is navigated to select the best configuration to obtain budget minimization.
The underlying model, given the constraints expressed in the terms of the
three non functional variables, supports the user in selecting the best configuration to run the data quality assessment (confidence level and number of cores
to perform the analysis). As will be discussed in Sect. 8, each scenario results
in solving an optimization problem given the user requirements for which several configurations might reach the maximization of the goal of the user while
satisfying the constraints.

5

Confidence Evaluation for Data Quality Metrics

Considering this approach we need to introduce the concept of confidence, which
starting from [13] is defined as follows:
Definition 5.1 The confidence is a dimension of “believability”, and it can
be defined as the extent to which the data quality analysis can be trusted with
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respect to the data at hand. Confidence can be considered a meta-dimension
since it expresses the quality of the data quality evaluation and it is linked with
the volume and the reliability of the data source.
The confidence assesses the credibility and correctness of the analysis with
respect to the portion of data used such that users and applications can save
resources if needed. It depends on the fraction of the data set analyzed with
respect to all the data of the data set relevant for the application.
In order to reduce the size of the data set, a sampling algorithm is applied.
Choosing the proper sampling technique becomes a critical point in order to be
able to derive the best approximation of the reduced data set compared to the
complete one. There are different ways to derive a sample [14]:
• Random Sampling: the dataset is reduced by selecting random samples.
Some values of some attributes could never be taken into the samples, so
the final quality is inevitably biased. Nevertheless, random sampling is
the fastest method.
• Sequential Random Sampling: it consists on randomly choosing a record
k times and selecting it and its successive h records (h + k = n). The
resulting dataset is divided in multiple different stream portions.
• Value-based Sampling: it consists on taking at least one record containing
a different value of each attribute. This requires a complex sample algorithm since it has to retrieve all the distinct values of all the attributes
and check whether they are included in the samples.
• Frequency Value-based Sampling: it samples the data set by reflecting the
same frequency of appearance for all the considered values in the data
set. In this case the resulting portion of the Data Object could represent
exactly the whole dataset in the analysis for all the dimensions, but with
additional computational complexity.
To minimize the overhead, in this work we adopted the random sampling method.
The confidence of the subset extracted through sampling the original data
set is generally expressed as:
C=

sampled records
total records

(1)

even though different data quality metrics might be affected in a different way
by the confidence. Experiments on this issue are discussed in Sect. 8.1.

6

Non-Functional Requirements Optimization Model

The described context highlights the importance for a user to be aware of the
quality of the data s/he is using, but also the complexity and cost of assessing
this information with the growth of the dataset size. In this paper we propose
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a methodology for building a model with the aim of supporting the user in
selecting the best configuration of the assessment architecture. An optimization
problem arises due to the different possible scenarios that the quality module
has to face. The model is based on the provided non-functional requirements:
• T̄ - the Execution Time in minutes,
• B̄ - the Budget in dollars,
• C̄ - the Confidence level from 0+ to 1.
The process to build the model consists in three steps:
1. samples collection;
2. confidence model regression;
3. cost-oriented model exploration.
These three steps are discussed in the rest of the section.

6.1

Samples collection

The first step consists in testing the available infrastructure in order to collect
data about the relation between the three considered parameters: execution
time, confidence level, and budget. In the considered IaaS scenario, the budget
is a value which is directly dependent on the number of cores involved in the
data quality algorithm execution and on the time of execution. According to
this, in this initial steps the number of cores is considered in place of the budget.
Data are collected by running the data quality algorithm using Spark in a
distributed way on several nodes by changing the configuration of the execution.
More specifically, the algorithm is executed considering:
• different confidence levels: the dataset input of the data quality assessment
is reduced in order to evaluate the results with different confidence levels;
• different number of cores: several configuration are tested by changing the
number of assigned cores to the assessment algorithm.
For each configuration, the execution time is measured. The collected samples give hints on how the confidence level and the number of cores affect the
execution time of the data quality assessment algorithm. Since the described
analysis can not be extensive due to the large number of configurations, these
data is used as input to build a model representing the dependencies between
these three parameters.
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6.2

Confidence model regression

From the samples extracted by the previous step, it is possible to build a model
which represents the dependencies between confidence level, execution time, and
number of cores. In this paper we propose to build the model by using a regression method in order to find the continuous function that better fits the samples
collected in the previous phase. To build the model we used the approach described in [15], which shows how it is possible to regress the execution time of a
general Hadoop Job with different techniques and it proposes the simpler linear
Support Vector Regression as the most successful one.
Due to the shapes of the curves observed in the previous step, we decided
to represent them as monotonically decreasing functions:
Tc (n) =

αc
+ βc
n

(2)

where n represents the number of cores considered, c represents the confidence
level, and Tc (n) is the function representing the required execution time given
n and c.
The monotonically decreasing function is a parametrical function with parameters αc and βc . The α and β parameters are obtained for each curve by
using the linear  − SVR technique. The model is then evaluated by considering
the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), defined as:
!
X |Actualc − F orecastc |
1
M AP E =
(3)
card(C)
|Actualc |
c∈C

where C is the set containing all the available confidence values, card(C) represents its cardinality, Actualc and F orecastc represent the real quality value and
the predicted one for the considered confidence level. As it will be discussed in
Sect. 7.2, the MAPE we achieved was on average equal to 7%, which is usually
considered reasonable for cluster management and capacity planning.

6.3

Cost-oriented model exploration

The result of the previous step provides a model of the relations between the
time, confidence, and cores parameters. One of the non-functional requirements
of the proposed approach is the budget constraint for the assessment execution.
In order to include the budget in our model, we need to transform the model
parameters to include the cost of the solution. In this step we transform the
model in a Confidence/Cost/Time model, referred as CCT model, as discussed
in Sect. 4.
The cost is a function of the number of computational nodes involved in the
process and the execution time. According to the infrastructure provider and
to the service contract it is possible to have two different pricing policies:
• discrete hourly cost where the user is charged for using the physical infrastructure on a hourly basis;
12

• time continuous cost where the user is charged for the actual time during
which the analysis have been executed.
The employed cost model affects in a significant way the choice of the best
configuration.
For the discrete hourly cost policy, knowing the hourly price of each cluster
of machine we can derive the cost function as:
C(n) = d

n
eT ime
e
e × costh × d
conf igCores
3.6 × 106

(4)

where n is the considered number of cores, costh is the price per hour of the
configuration, conf igCores is the number of cores of the configuration, and
eT ime represents the expected execution time converted from milliseconds in
hours. A ceiling operator is applied to the first term, which represents the
number of clusters involved in the execution. This is motivated by the fact that
once we use even a single core of a cluster, we need to pay for the whole Virtual
Machine (VM). According to this, the cost depends on the number of involved
VMs, rather than on the cores that will be effectively used. Another ceiling
operator is applied to the last term for modeling the case in which the partial
hour rent is charged as a full hour. It can be removed otherwise.
For the time continuous cost policy, the effective cost per second is available.
In this case, the cost function can be expressed as:
C(n) = d

n
e × costs × eT ime
conf igCores

(5)

where costs is the IaaS cost for a second, and it can be obtained from the hourly
cost as:
costs =

costh
3.6 × 103

(6)

The cost models defined in this section are used to transform the previous
Confidence/Cores/Time model in the desired Confidence/Cost/Time model, according to the pricing policy.

7

Building the CCT Model in a Smart City Scenario

In this section we describe the experimental setup used to test our approach.
The approach has been tested performing real analysis on a real use case.
In order to build the model discussed in Sect. 6, we collected the samples by
executing the data quality assessment algorithms on a real big data source. The
analysis has been executed on the BusUsers dataset, collecting the information
about ticket validations of the users in the city of Curitiba. The validation is
executed using a magnetic card associated with a code. Each line in the log
13

contains: (i) the code assigned to the bus line in which the ticket validation has
been performed; (ii) the name assigned to the bus line; (iii) the code assigned
to the monitored vehicle; (iv) the code associated to the user magnetic card;
(v) the timestamp at which the ticket validation has been recorded. We take
into considerations several of the data quality metrics (Completeness, Consistency, Distinctness, Timeliness, and Volume) introduced in Sect. 3.3 at different
granularity levels (the whole dataset, a single attribute and a single value for
an attribute of a data source).
To perform these tests an Azure Cluster with Xeon processors, from 8 cores
up to 48 cores @3GHz and from 12Gb up to 52Gb of RAM, has been used.
The cluster was used with 1 up to 6 workers with 4 executors per worker, each
one with 2 cores and 2Gb of RAM, and a driver, the master node of the Spark
application, with 4Gb of RAM.

7.1

Step 1: samples collection

The first step of the approach consists in collecting sample data from the execution of the data quality assessment algorithm with different configurations. The
algorithm has been executed several times on the described environment with
different configurations in order to collect samples to build the non-functional
requirements dependency model. In our tests we considered 64 configurations,
obtained by combining these variables:
• Number of cores: 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 38, 40, 48.
• Confidence levels: 0.125, 0.250, 0.375, 0.500, 0.625, 0.750, 0.875, 1.000.
Starting from 1 up to 6 workers, with step 1, the full analysis is repeated 2
times, the first time all the available cores are used and the second time half
of the available cores are used. Moreover, for each configuration, eight levels of
Confidence are tested, starting from 12.5% to 100% with pace 12.5%. For each
configuration, the analysis has been repeated three times.
Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of the samples collected in this first
step as broken lines. As can be observed, the results follow a monotonically
decreasing function with a minimum execution time of 35 minutes when considering the lowest confidence with the highest number of cores and with a
maximum of 2 hours and 20 minutes in the opposite case.
The tests executions have been affected by some noise for the configurations
with 24 and 38 nodes, resulting in a very high execution time. Noisy data,
with differs from the average behavior for more than three times the standard
deviation, have been removed from the samples set. This issue is independent
from our approach but it is seldom observed in a cloud environment as analyzed
in [16].

7.2

Step 2: confidence model regression

In this step we have applied the confidence model regression described in Sect. 6.2
to the samples obtained in the previous step. For each confidence level, param14

Figure 2: Non-functional requirements relation.
eters α and β have been obtained by considering SVR by splitting the profiling
dataset into training and test set (in a 80-20 ratio). The values obtained for
each confidence level are listed in Tab. 1. They are expressed by large numbers
because the considered execution times were in measured in milliseconds.
In Fig. 3 the results of the regression are visualized in comparison to the
curves obtained from the interpolation of the sampling results. Due to the
different slope of the initial segment for the different confidence values, in the
derived curves of Figure 2, with respect to the other ones, we decided to put
some higher weights in the training model for the configurations with 12 and
16 cores. In this way we force the training function to focus more on the initial
segment to derive the final model.
The model has been evaluated by computing the MAPE error for each confidence level on the test set. The resulting average MAPE is equal to 7%,
demonstrating a good accuracy for the derived model.

7.3

Step 3: cost-oriented model exploration

As discussed in Sect. 6.3, the last step consists in transforming the Confidence/Cores/Time model in a Confidence/Cost/Time model by applying Eq. 4 or Eq. 5
according to the pricing policy. In the experiments, we used the Azure Microsoft
cloud as IaaS with configuration D4 v2. At the time of the experiments, the
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Confidence

α

β

0.125

21480000

1964776

0.250

23348496

2168536

0.375

27011760

2507483

0.500

29428656

2917189

0.625

33823152

3401108

0.750

39272400

3484089

0.875

46153008

3832474

1.0

50145744

4181366

Table 1: Parameters of the confidence regression model
hourly price was equal to 0.458 dollars/hour 2 . In the experiment we applied
both pricing policies to show the impact of the policies on the optimal configuration selection.
Given the model and the non-functional requirements, selecting the best
value for the three parameters (confidence, cost, and execution time) becomes
an optimization problem. In Sect. 8.2 we discuss the application of the model
in the three scenarios introduced in Sect. 4.

8

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we discuss the results of the experiments. First of all we discuss
how the confidence level affects the several data quality metrics comparing the
actual value with the one obtained at the different confidence levels. Then, we
apply the model to the three scenarios introduced in Sect. 4 and we discuss how
the obtained CCT model can support the configuration selection.

8.1

Confidence impact on data quality assessment

In this section we will discuss the quality results of each different DQ Assessment
test done, in order to find out how the quality change based on the considered
confidence level. For each data quality dimension, the assessed value of the
whole dataset is compared with the ones obtained with the sampled datasets
for each confidence level. The maximum error is expressed by considering each
confidence level with respect to the real value, and computing the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). This evaluation is important because it supports
the user in the selection of the proper confidence level: higher sensitivity of the
metric to the volume of considered data in the evaluation, higher the required
2 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/virtual-machines/linux,
der General Purpose Machines. Last Accessed 30-03-2017
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un-

Figure 3: Predicted Regression Curves of the Confidence Model.
confidence to obtain reliable data; lower the sensitivity, lower the required confidence.
The experiments discussed in this section shows that the confidence is not
the only thing to be considered when evaluating the reliability of the analysis.
In fact, the confidence has a different impact on different metrics. Also, this
impact is dependent on the dataset considered.
Here we make some considerations by using the experiments on the smart
city scenario, and specifically analyzing the BusUsers stream.
Completeness The comparison of the evaluation of the completeness metric
with the full dataset and with the different confidence levels resulted on average
in a MAPE of 0.007% (Fig. 4a). The maximum error measured is equal to
0.03% and it can be reduced to 0.01% whenever at least a Confidence equal to
0.5 is chosen. For this metric, the confidence level has a limited effect on the
reliability of the evaluation.
Distinctness The evaluation of the distinctness metric does not change a
lot with respect to the considered confidence. The resulting average MAPE is
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(a) Completeness confidence evaluation

(b) Distinctness confidence evaluation

(c) Consistency confidence evaluation (rule 1)(d) Consistency confidence evaluation (rule 2)

(e) Timeliness max confidence evaluation

(f) Timeliness mean confidence evaluation

Figure 4: Confidence impact on data quality assessment dimensions
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equal to 0.384% and the maximum error is equal to 1% (Fig. 4b). We obtain
a monotonically decreasing distribution of the values and this can be explained
by considering that by taking the sample randomly it is less probable to get
consecutive rows and so it is less probable to obtain duplicates with respect to
a sequential random sampling.
Consistency The consistency of the sampled dataset is compared with the
one of the whole dataset for each of the association rules detected. As an example, we evaluated the consistency of the rule CODLIN HA → CODV EICU LO.
The results are very similar with each other (Fig. 4c), with a MAPE equal to
0.109%, and a maximum error equal to 0.3%.
The consistency reliability is dependent on the association rule. For the
CODLIN HA → N OM ELIN HA rule the obtained MAPE is equal to 0.004%
and the maximum error is less than 0.01% (Fig. 4d).
Timeliness The timeliness is evaluated by the data quality assessment algorithm as a composite metric composed of three values, measuring the minimum,
maximum and average timeliness of the dataset. All the Minimum values are
equal to 0 in this source and so we won’t show them in details, even if theoretically a random sampling can take only the most recent values in the worst case.
For the Timeliness Max value a small amount of random data are sufficient to
derive a very good approximation of the real value, in fact the MAPE is equal
to 0.001% and the maximum error is equal to the 0.003% and the latter one
can be also reduced to 0.00002% if a confidence level greater or equal to 0.250
is considered (Fig.4e).
For what concern the Mean Global Timeliness, its values are strictly dependent on the samples. For this metric, the MAPE is equal to 0.001% and the
maximum measured error is equal to the 0.004% and so it can be considered
still very low (Fig.4f).

8.2

Applying the CCT model to the different user scenarios

In this section the CCT model has been applied to the three scenarios driven by
the user goals: (i) Confidence Maximization; (ii) Time minimization, and (iii)
Budget minimization. The same model is used for each scenario, but a rotation
of the axis is applied to put emphasis on the variable of interest for the user. For
each scenario, both the discrete and continuous pricing policies are discussed.
8.2.1

Scenario 1: Confidence maximization

In this scenario the confidence is expressed as a function of the Execution Time
and the Budget (max C = f (T, B)). The optimization problem to solve will
have as objective function the confidence maximization, and constraints on the
execution time and budget according to the user requirements. The Confidence/Cost/Time model can be used to solve this optimization which after
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Figure 5: Confidence Maximization with time continuous cost.
some algebra allows to obtain a relation among the three variables in closed
form. The result will be the configuration, which allows to get the maximum
confidence with the time and budget constraints expressed.
In order to respect the constraints, all the configurations with executionT ime >
T̄ and with Cost > B̄ are ignored. Given the model, several solutions might provide the maximum confidence level. These can be considered as Pareto points
belonging to the Pareto Frontier : each point of the Pareto front satisfies the
requirements maximizing the confidence. The user can choose the configuration between them according to which of the other parameters has a higher
importance to him. In our approach the user can additionally specify which
requirement to further optimize (e.g., to minimize the Cost or the execution
time). Now we analyze the results using the two different pricing policies..
Time continuous cost In this scenario we applied the hourly cost to the
model using Eq. 5. In this case costs and times are evenly distributed and the
results are shown in Fig. 5.
The discrete maximum confidence function is represented, as expected, as a
3D step-style graph from which we can make some considerations:
• with B̄ < 1$ and T̄ < 50 minutes the full analysis can not be executed
since there is no confidence level which satisfy those constraints;
• at least 1$ has to be spent in order to enable the analysis. However, less
than 2$ are sufficient to get the results with the maximum confidence in
120/140 minutes;
• at least 35-40 minutes are needed to perform the analysis with a confidence
level greater or equal than 0.25, but to get C = 1 the module should run
more than 80 minutes, even if we are inclined to spend more than 3$;
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• there are multiple configurations that enables to reach the maximum confidence. For example in addition to the 2 discussed in the previous points
we can achieve it with 3$ and 100 minutes, or with 2.7$ and 110 minutes.
Discrete hourly cost In this scenario, the usage of the nodes is charged per
hour. The model obtained in in this scenario is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Confidence Maximization with discrete hourly cost.
Observing the graph some considerations can be made:
• when T̄ 6= 1 hour it is impossible to analyze the whole dataset with a
confidence greater than 0.25 without having to pay at least 2$;
• the pareto points for C = 1 that were previously obtainable without spending more than 2.5$ are not available in this scenario;
• costs are generally higher than the previous considered case, with a 5.5$
peak with respect to the previous 4$ peak;
• in some cases, by slightly increasing the costs, multiple steps of confidence
can be crossed.
Comparisons of the two pricing policies To highlight the impact of the
pricing policies on the optimal configuration we compared the models shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 plotting a graph representing the difference between them,
shown in Fig. 7.
The main difference in confidence, equal to 0.625, can be found between the
costs equal to 1 and 2 dollars and the execution time equal to 120 and 140
minutes. This can be explained by considering that that solution corresponds
with the configurations with 12 and 16 cores that costs 0.916$/h and so in case
the analysis last 140 minutes the cost with the discrete hourly cost policy is equal
to 2.748$, instead of the 2.173$/h of the time continuous cost policy. From the
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Figure 7: Scenario 1: comparison between the two pricing policies.
graph, we can observe that with a budget difference of 0.575$/h, we can obtain
a better confidence level than before only by using a different configuration,
maintaining the same final price and the same final execution time.
The other main differences can be observed in the interval of execution time
from 1 to 2 hours as we can expect from the previous reasoning.
The points represented in dark red in Fig. 7 represents configuration in which
the difference between the pricing policies in terms of confidence levels is equal
to 0.
8.2.2

Scenario 2: Time minimization

In this scenario the graph is rotated to highlight the execution time dimension.
Time minimization represents our objective function and requirements on confidence and budget are the model constraints. In solving the problem, all the
configurations with Conf idence < C̄ and Cost > B̄ are ignored. The optimal
configuration minimizing the execution time is selected between the ones that
satisfy the previous requirements.
Time continuous cost As shown in Fig. 8, in this scenario the minimum
execution time and the minimum cost correspond with a confidence level equal
to 0.125. This is the configuration with the lowest execution time, without
considering the points in which the analysis cannot be performed, that are
represented in dark red. Moreover, the higher is the confidence level, the higher
will be the execution time by considering the cost fixed.
Discrete hourly cost In this scenario, depicted in Fig. 9, the differences of
the solutions with a cost equal to 2$ or 3$ are less evident. It is worth noticing
that it is not possible to complete an analysis with Conf idence = 1 without
spending less than 2.7$, which is the configuration requiring the maximum execution time.
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Figure 8: Time minimization with time continuous cost.

Figure 9: Time minimization with discrete hourly cost.
Comparisons of the two pricing policies The graph representing the difference between the two pricing policies for scenario 2 is shown in Fig. 10. The
points with a positive difference represent all the configurations possible only
with a continuous cost model
As expected, the discrete hourly cost policy represents only a limitation
without benefits. Whenever the cloud system has this second type of pricing
policy, we can only suggest to users and applications to specify as requirements
the points represented in light red, in the previous figure, in which the difference
between the policies is near to 0.
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Figure 10: Scenario 2: comparison between the two pricing policies.

Figure 11: Budget minimization with time continuous cost.
8.2.3

Scenario 3: Budget minimization

In this scenario, the objective function of the optimization problem is the minimization of the budget while confidence and execution time are constraints such
that Conf idence < C̄ and ExecutionT ime > T̄ . The pareto front is composed
by all the point satisfying the constraints with the minimum budget value.
Time continuous cost The graph that we obtain with this scenario is shown
in Fig. 11.
The shapes of the cost functions for each confidence level are similar to each
other, but increasing the confidence, the execution time increases accordingly.
Discrete hourly cost By considering the discrete hourly cost policy we obtain the graph in Fig. 12.
In this case, by changing execution time and confidence we obtain several
solutions with the same budget. In fact, in this scenario, the graph is more flat
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Figure 12: Budget minimization with discrete hourly cost.

Figure 13: Scenario 3: comparison between the two pricing policies.
than in the previous case. For example this happens for execution time between
60 and 140 and confidence level between 100 and 140.
Comparisons of the two pricing policies Even in this case, we depict the
difference between the two policies in Fig. 13.
From this graph we can observe that the difference in terms of final costs
can be really high, with peaks of 2$ and 2.5$, but there is a dark green rectangle
that represent the confidence level equal to 0.875 and the execution time greater
than 100 minutes in which the costs of the different types of prices are the same.

9

Related Work

Data Quality research area proposes many consolidated approaches that work
fine on relational models but that cannot be properly applied in Big Data environments: Big Data requires new models, methods and techniques for the
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definition, assessment and improvement of Data Quality dimensions. In the literature several papers claim that Data Quality dimensions need to be redefined
for Big Data. For example, [7] focuses on the evolution of Data Quality dimensions and shows how the definitions of these dimensions change on the basis of
data type, sources and applications considered. Data Quality dimensions have
been analyzed in the Big Data scenario also in [17]. Authors also define a quality assessment process for Big Data: the definition of the quality dimensions
here depends on the goals of data collection and thus also on the considered
business environment and the involved data sources. A model that can be used
to assess the level of quality- in-use of the data in Big Data is proposed in [18].
Authors define the concept of Adequacy of data as the state or ability of data
of being good enough to fulfill the goals and purposes of the analysis. Other
papers focus only on the novel dimensions that should be introduced in the Big
Data scenario. Authors in [19] discuss the rise of Big Data on cloud computing
and depict Data Quality as a challenge. In particular, authors state that highquality data in the cloud are characterized by data consistency: the quality of
different data sources is high if there are not inconsistencies among their values.
The importance of trustworthiness in the Big Data scenario is highlighted in
[20]. Trust together with accuracy has been also considered in [21]. In this paper authors focus on data mining systems and claim that in Big Data the data
sources are of many different origins, not all well- known, and not all verifiable.
Therefore data validation and provenance tracing become more than a necessary step for analytics applications. All these papers confirm the motivations
behind our work: Data Quality dimensions definition and assessment algorithm
have to be redefined and are strongly dependent on the type of data and data
source and on the application that requests data. In this work, we do not aim
to provide novel definition of quality dimensions but we define an architecture
for an adaptive Data Quality service able to provide the right quality metadata
for the considered application.
In this work we also propose to manage the data quality assessment by optimizing non functional requirements such as the accuracy of the evaluation,
execution time, and cost, considering a big data execution environment. Other
approaches have focused on estimating the execution time of applications for
cluster capacity planning and/or runtime scheduling. In [22], the authors analyze the performance of Spark applications deployed in a public cloud infrastructure to build models able to estimate the time required the application.
The approach consists in a profiling phase where the application is executed
several times with different inputs, and in a testing phase in which the acquired
model is used to predict the execution time of the application analyzing the
whole dataset. The model aims at capturing the relation between the execution
time and the dataset size as well as the configuration parameters. The authors
investigated the issue also in [23], where a fluid Petri net has been employed to
create a model able to envision MapReduce jobs execution time.
Other approaches focus on performance optimization of map reduce jobs.
In [24], the performance of big data applications are analyzed in order to detect the main factors that affect their quality, with the aim of detecting the
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source of the degradation of the applications as well as the limitations of the
infrastructure hosting it. In [25], the application non functional requirements
are considered by proposing a new cloud service for scaling the infrastructure
to meet them. Performances are also considered in [26], where the authors
propose a correlation-based performance analysis to identify critical outliers by
correlating different phases, tasks, and resources.

10

Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the issue of providing a data quality assessment
service for supporting analytics application in the selection of a proper set of
input while respecting non functional requirements such as execution time and
budget constraints.
The goal of the paper is to provide a data quality service for applications
aiming at analyzing big data sources. We proposed an architecture for managing data quality assessment and we have focused on the Data Quality Adapter
module. This module is designed with context-aware methodology to support
the user in selecting the best configuration parameters to run the data quality
assessment according to the main goal (budget minimization, time minimization, confidence maximization). To support this decision we built a model that
we called CCT (Confidence/Cost/Time) model, able to capture the relations
between the non functional requirements. The model can be used to solve the
configuration selection in terms of number of cores involved in the evaluation and
confidence level of the input dataset, as an optimization problem. To model the
execution cost, two different pricing models have been considered: the hourly
pricing and the time continuous pricing. From the proposed model of Confidence
we are able to automatically run the analysis with the best possible parameters
based on the non-functional requirements of the users and the applications.
We applied our methodology to a smart city scenario, by analyzing the quality of streaming data collected in the city of Curitiba, and we studied the effect
of confidence on the data quality assessment. In our case study, the precision
of the model to capture the relations between the non functional requirements
showed high, with a MAPE lower than 7%. In the experiments, we have demonstrated that the sensitiveness of the data quality assessment to the confidence
depends both on the data source features and on the specific data quality dimension: different dimension can be sensitive in a different way to the confidence
level. Moreover, the three optimization scenarios have been analyzed by also
comparing the effect of the pricing policy on the configuration selection.
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